To determine the limits of human observers' ability to identify visually presented American Sign Language (ASL), the contrast s and the amount of additive noise n in dynamic ASL images were varied independently. Contrast was tested over a 4:1 range; the rms signal-to-noise ratios (s/n) investigated were s/n = 1/4, 1/2, 1, and -(which is used to designate the original, uncontaminated images). Fourteen deaf subjects were tested with an intelligibility test composed of 85 isolated ASL signs, each 2-3 sec in length. For these ASL signs (64 X 96 pixels, 30 frames/sec), subjects' performance asymptotes between s/n = 0.5 and 1.0; further increases in s/n do not improve intelligibility. Intelligibility was found to depend only on s/n and not on contrast. A formulation in terms of logistic functions was proposed to derive intelligibility of ASL signs from s/n, sign familiarity, and sign difficulty. Familiarity (ignorance) is represented by additive signal-correlated noise; it represents the likelihood of a subject's knowing a particular ASL sign, and it adds to s/n. Difficulty is represented by a multiplicative difficulty coefficient; it represents the perceptual vulnerability of an ASL sign to noise and it adds to log(s/n).
INTRODUCTION
How good must the quality of visual information be in order for images to be useful? Visual scientists would like to know the answer to this question in order to describe the human visual system better. Engineers and image-processing-systems designers would like to know so that they may build the most effective systems. Clearly, this question has both practical and theoretical importance.
From the practical point of view, the popularity of movies, television, and video games attests to the fact that people like to watch dynamic, electronically or optically transformed two-dimensional images, sometimes even in preference to natural scenes! Currently, most of the effort devoted to the technology of video and image processing is directed at producing images of the highest possible quality, requiring high information transmission rates. The objective is high-fidelity reproduction of original images.
Aside from aesthetic considerations, high image quality may not be necessary for successful performance on many tasks such as visual inspection, motor control, and communication. An indication of how low the requirements may be for a successful execution of many tasks is suggested by a number of recent studies, including those of the capabilities of visually impaired patients. 1 4 These findings are supported by several studies of the abilities of normals to interpret static low-bandwidth images From a theoretical point of view, researchers who intend to characterize and model the visual perceptual system are interested in what information in images is used by the visual system for different tasks. The simplest theory of perceptual communication is based on the assumption that the information is extracted from images by an optimal receiver using feature detectors similar to templates (matched filters). The performance ought to be characterizable within the classical information-theoretic framework (e.g., see Refs. 17 and 18) . In particular, the amount of information should be a function of the signal-to-noise ratio.
In the present study we examine the amount of information necessary for visual communication with American Sign Language (ASL) used by the deaf community. A significant proportion of the deaf community uses manual communication forms such as ASL. ASL is a complex language in assess whether the signal-to-noise ratio describes the performance of ASL signers (the signal-to-noise hypothesis) or whether the noise and the signal combine in some more complicated way to determine ASL intelligibility.
First, we show how the signal-to-noise ratio (s/n) applies to theoretical descriptions of receiver performance and perception. The performance of a communication system is characterized by the probability of correctly identifying messages as a function p of the signal rms power s and the noise rms power n. For a large class of realizable optimal receivers (e.g., matched filters), the degrading effect of additive noise on receiver performance can be expressed in terms of a monotonic function f of the ratio of the signal power to the noise power:
Probicorrect detection} = p(s, n) = f(s/n) (1) for noise with a constant spectrum. The consequence of Eq.
(1) is that increasing both the noise and the signal power by the same factor will not change the probability of correct detection. We note in passing that the signal-to-noise invariance is also consistent with the classical informationtheoretic analysis of transmission systems in which the capacity of a channel is a function of the signal-to-noise ratio. 22 Perceptual processes may also be viewed and studied as communication systems. Empirical findings in psychological research indicate that the addition of noise to stimuli frequently results in signal-to-noise invariance. Such invariances enable us to model perceptual processes as optimal receivers. 23 In human signal detection, performance also is characterized by the probability of obtaining a correct response. The signal-to-noise invariance is expressed as a constant ratio s/n = kP, derived, based on the empirical results, to predict intelligibility from the signal-to-noise ratio, the difficulty of individual ASL signs, and the subject's skill. Speech intelligibility refers to the probability of correctly identifying spoken messages, usually isolated words. The stimuli used to measure speech intelligibility have been carefully chosen and standardized so that this measure will predict the performance of audio communication systems. Similarly, it would be useful to develop an intelligibility measure for ASL that is defined as the probability of correctly identifying isolated ASL signs. This intelligibility measure could then be used to predict the performance of ASL communication systems.
Speech intelligibility has been found to depend on the signal-to-noise ratio. For example, Hawkins and Stevens 2 0 found that an increase in the power of background noise must be accompanied by a proportional increase in speech power in order to maintain constant intelligibility. Consequently, the effectiveness of audio communication systems can be described by their signal-to-noise ratios.
To determine whether the signal-to-noise invariance holds for the ASL intelligibility, we must first define signal and noise power for images and video signals. We must then develop an intelligibility measure for ASL. With these tools, we can test the hypothesis that the intelligibility of ASL degraded by additive noise is a function of the signalto-noise ratio. In practice, signal-to-noise invariance enables us to predict intelligibility of ASL when it is degraded by noise. Theoretically, the relationship between ASL intelligibility and noise presents a useful way of describing the information in the images and consequently of characterizing, in informational terms, the process of perceiving ASL. (2) where kP is a constant that depends on p but is independent of s and n. When Eq. (2) holds for all values of p, then the probability of detection is a function of the ratio s/n. With respect to the signal-to-noise invariance expressed in Eq.
(1), taking the inverse of both sides of Eq. (1) gives kP = f '(p), where f is the monotonic function from Eq. (1).
Similar invariance is observed in experiments in which subjects are asked to detect incremental intensity signals AI on backgrounds I. In these experiments, the probability of detection p is said to follow Weber's law 24 ' 25 whenever the following holds:
l/I = kp. Alternatively, Weber's law may be regarded as a case in which the additive background noise is simply proportional to the background intensity.
In psychoacoustics, the signal-to-noise ratio is a good description of the human ability to detect auditory signals (e.g., pure tones) in noise. Signal-to-noise invariance holds also in visual masking tasks in which human observers detect the presence of simple visual patterns on a noisy background. 26 One goal of this work is to determine whether signal-to-noise invariance holds for complex visual tasks with dynamic stimuli.
We proceed as follows. First, we describe the development of an intelligibility test and its use to measure intelligibility of ASL for various combinations of signal and noise levels. The results of this experiment are used to test the signal-to-noise hypothesis and to describe the empirical relationship between the signal-to-noise ratio and intelligibility by an explicit function. In the final section a model is
METHOD
In this section we describe the construction of the intelligibility test, digital processing and stimulus generation, and the procedure for the experimental testing of ASL intelligibility.
Apparatus
The recording and testing apparatus is outlined in Fig. 1 . A video camera (JVC s100u) was used to record sign sequences monochromatically on a video cassette recorder (Sony Beta Max SLO 323, Beta I format). Images were digitized by transferring them first to a video motion analyzer (Sony SVM 1010), which permitted individual frames to be accessed. An image processor (Grinnell GMR 27) then digitized the image frames to a spatial resolution of 512 X 512 with 8 bits of (nominal) luminance resolution. Frames were uploaded to a digital computer (VAX 11/750) and subsequently processed by using the HIPS system 27 ' 28 running under the UNIX 4.1bsd operating system. The individual images (frames) were reduced in x and y pixel dimensions by a factor of 4 to produce the source frames from which all stimuli were derived.
After processing, the images were downloaded from the computer to the video cassette recorder (VCR). The VCR was used to drive the monitor (Koyo 9 in. TMC-9M with standard NTSC B&W raster) that displayed the signs to the subjects (see Fig. 2 ). Analog contrast and brightness were set to minimize nonlinearity, saturation, and cutoff; settings Because the signal is correlated between frames and the noise is not, the single-frame static illustration (b) appears to be of a lower image quality than the dynamic images viewed by the subjects.
were checked daily and maintained with a photometer. A viewing hood was attached to the monitor to minimize screen reflection and ambient light and to control the view- The first step in generating the stimulus sequences was to determine the actual rms contrast of each sequence. The actual rms contrast Ck of the kth frame is defined as the rms deviation of the pixel luminance from the mean pixel luminance of that frame, divided by the frame's mean luminance:
, ~~~~ (3) where m is the total number of pixels in each frame (m = rows X columns), Mk(i) is the luminance value of pixel i in frame k (k = 1,.. ., K), and Vk = I Vkl(i)/m is the average pixel intensity in the kth frame. The average actual rms contrast C of a sequence of K frames is the average of 0 k over that sequence:
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Because the actual contrast of each ASL sequence is slightly different, we will use the term contrast to designate the normalized contrast C, where C is defined as unity for the original sequence. Thus the luminance of pixels in an ASL sequence with contrast C is determined from the original ASL sequence by
The additive noise used in this experiment was distributed normally (Gaussian noise) with a uniform power spectrum over the entire range of spatial and temporal frequencies, limited only by the corresponding sampling rates; 14 cycles/deg of visual angle and 15 Hz. The noise rms values N were determined from the actual rms contrast C of the sequence and the desired signal-to-noise ratio s/n:
.c_ (4) s/n
The noise was generated by sampling from a normal distribution with a mean of zero and a standard deviation RI.
This noise was then algebraically added, pixel by pixel, to
the intensity values of the pixels of the original image.
Our image-processing system has an internal intensity range of 0-255. The ranges of contrast and s/n used were chosen to maximize the probability that the signal with noise remained within the allowable range 0-255 of pixel values while utilizing the largest possible dynamic range. This was of concern because saturation and cutoff (values outside the range 0-255) produce distortion that is difficult to characterize in terms of additive noise. None of the sign sequences contained more than 3% saturated pixels.
Intelligibility Test Development
The intelligibility test was designed to measure the ability of ASL signers to identify individual signs isolated from context. Identifying isolated signs is a stringent test of performance because in natural ASL conversation, signers depend greatly on context. What follows is a brief description of the intelligibility test development process.
Stimulus Selection
Initially, 112 candidate signs were selected from a previously constructed list of 300 ASL signs that were designed to represent various classes of words as well as a range of hand shapes, locations, and movements. An attempt was made to avoid unusual or ambiguous signs.
Preselection of 88 Test Signs
In a small preselection experiment, two expert observers viewed each sign, without noise and with normal contrast. They were asked to indicate in writing what sign had been presented. Signs to which both subjects responded incorrectly were eliminated from the test.
Difficulty Rating
In order to produce groups of signs of approximately equal difficulty and noise susceptibility, a preliminary intelligibility test was run. The stimuli in this preliminary test were the images of the preselected ASL signs. Digitally generated Gaussian noise was added to the signs (on a per-pixel basis) such that the s/n was 1/2, and the original contrast was unchanged (C = 1). Two subjects were asked to identify each of the signs. Each stimulus was then assigned an ordinal difficulty score according to the performance of the two subjects as follows: (1) both subjects correct (easy), (2) one subject correct (difficult), and (3) both subjects incorrect (most difficult). The difficulty scores were used to divide the stimuli into 11 blocks of eight signs in order to equalize the difficulty of each block. Three other factors were balanced (as much as possible) between blocks: symmetry (i.e.,
are the left-and right-hand shapes and movements the same?), location (where in space is the sign produced?), and hand shape.
Final Sign Set
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Stimulus Parameter Determination
In order to determine the range of contrasts to be used for the study, a preliminary contrast-sensitivity test was run. The test signs were informally presented at a variety of contrasts C without added noise. Subjects performed at high levels even with C equal to only 1/16.
Stimulus Block Ordering
Subjects viewed a stimulus tape on which all the experimental stimuli were displayed in a predetermined order. Each stimulus tape consisted of nine blocks of the main 3 X 3 experimental conditions and two blocks of additional conditions (zero-noise control and an extra contrast condition). Each block consisted of eight signs. Each main block was recorded at one of three contrast levels and one of three signal-to-noise ratios, thus forming a 3 X 3 design. The main s/n conditions were produced by the following combinations of signal and noise (s, n) contrasts: The signal and noise levels were chosen to avoid both large values of s + n, where saturation would occur, and low values of s, where intensity quantization and other extraneous sources of system noise would become significant. Of the two additional blocks, one displayed a pure signal at a signal contrast of 1 (original contrast). When no noise was added the actual s/n -64, obtained by careful measurement, 2 9 was designated as s/n = a. This block provided a performance baseline. The other block was a fourth contrast condition for s/n = 1 with C = 1.
In order to counterbalance any possible systematic effect of block difficulty on performance, three different VCR tapes were created and used in the study. Each block of signs was produced with a different contrast level on each tape. Thus, at each s/n level, all comparisons of different contrast levels were completely balanced; that is, each contrast level was tested with precisely the same ASL signs as were the other two contrast levels, and every sign was seen at all three contrast levels (by different subjects).
At all contrast levels and s/n ratios, including s/n = a, the signal was quantized to 16 intensity levels so that there would be no confounding of the number of intensity levels with the range of signal contrast. The overall stimulus s + n was quantized at 256 levels.
Subjects
The subjects were 14 deaf, fluent-signing adults who used ASL as their primary mode of communication. Four subjects were native signers who learned ASL as their first language, seven subjects first learned sign language before the age of 7 years, and three subjects learned sign language before the age of 20 years. Of the five males and nine females involved, seven were born deaf. The other seven subjects lost their hearing no later than the age of 3 years. The average age of the subjects was 60 years, with the ages ranging from 40 to 76 years. The subjects' occupations included those of housewife, architect, printer, proofreader, and ASL teacher.
Procedure
Subjects first answered a written questionnaire that inquired about their sign-language background. The subjects then viewed an instructional video tape. On this video tape, a native deaf signer explained the nature of the test materials and response requirements. The video tape also showed an example of visual noise. The brightness and contrast controls were set identically for all subjects. Subjects were instructed first to imitate the sign presented and then to write an English gloss for the perceived sign on the score sheet provided. Any questions the subjects had were answered by the experimenter, who was fluent in ASL. Sessions lasted approximately 40 min.
Scoring Responses
The subjects' written responses were scored for accuracy. The nature of ASL requires careful interpretation of the subjects' responses. In particular, certain signs can elicit different English word responses, analogous to synonyms in English. For example, when shown the sign "relax," a subject can correctly respond with any of various different written answers: "relax," "content," "satisfy," and "relieve." Each of these responses is equally acceptable. In other instances, one articulated sign can have two totally different meanings. As with homonyms in English, the context in which the sign is used clarifies its meaning. For example, one articulated sign can elicit the written responses "pepper" or "preach." Either of these answers would be scored as correct for that context-dependent sign. All synonym and homonym responses were scored as correct. Additionally, over the course of time, some signs have changed their meaning, while retaining their same form. For example, the sign articulation that presently means "bread" formerly meant "how." Both English responses, "bread" and "how,"
were scored as correct.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Overall Performance
The subjects' performance is summarized in terms of the proportion of correct responses for each stimulus item and each contrast level and noise level. The overall proportion of incorrect identifications was 32% in the total of 1181 trials. A few of the trials were excluded from the analysis either because the observer did not see the stimulus altogether or because the response was uninterpretable. Of the incorrect trials, 58% were incorrect words (false alarms), and the remaining 42% were omissions. Thus our subjects were somewhat conservative; had they guessed more often, they might have slightly increased their scores. The control block of trials with items at the original contrast with no noise added was run to ensure that the experi- mental procedure did not impair the intelligibility of the stimulus materials. The results (Table 2) indicate that subjects were able to perform at 92% correctness, which is slightly better than is usually observed with such tests. 1 3 "1 4 In the experimental conditions, group performance ranged from a low of 18% to a high of 92%, which indicates that the experiment successfully spanned a wide range of stimulus conditions. Table 2 and Fig. 3 indicate that for each contrast level, the probability of correct response is a monotonically increasing function of the signal-to-noise ratio. The contrast alone does not seem to have any systematic effect. The largest difference (10%) that was due to overall contrast (with s/n held constant) occurred at the lowest s/n levels, but the effects of contrast on performance were not systematic.
The Effect of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio
We tested the signal-to-noise hypothesis by using a x2 test. The test was based on the consequence of the signalto-noise hypothesis that the probability of correct identification should be the same for the same signal-to-noise ratio. In the main 3 X 3 study, there were three different levels of s/ n, each composed of three different combinations of signal and noise. For each s/n, we computed the average intelligibility and used that as the expected value for computing x 2 . The x 2 for each s/n has two degrees of freedom, and the sum of all x 2 then has six degrees of freedom. The resulting, statistically insignificant, x 2 = 5.08 is expected under the signal-to-noise hypothesis. For comparison, we computed x2 on the basis of other hypotheses but could not find an alternative that we would not reject. Over the range of s and n values studied, only s/n (and not s or n individually) determined performance.
Limits of Visual Communication: A Functional Formulation
Having confirmed that the signal-to-noise ratio is the most important predictor of performance, we propose an additional analysis to demonstrate how this performance is derived from the interplay of three factors: (1) s/n, (2) the subjects' capabilities, and (3) the difficulty of the ASL signs.
To begin, consider the fact that observers' performance is limited at both low and high signal levels. The low-signal limitations, which are primarily due to the observers' inability to see the images clearly, have been traditionally characterized by a constant internal noise that is added to the signal (e.g., Ref. 26) . In what follows we will ignore this noise, since we have not measured intelligibility at low signal levels. The high-level limitations may be caused by a number of factors, including the observers' expertise, their cognitive abilities, the implementation of the signs, and the quantizing noise. For the sake of uniformity we developed a model in which the the high-signal limits are also represented by additive noise.
Thus the following development of a model is based on two simplifying assumptions: (1) the variances of all noises, internal and external, simply add together to produce the effective noise variance and (2) the probability of a correct identification is directly proportional to the effective signalto-noise ratio, that is, the ratio of the signal to the effective noise. The second assumption can be elaborated with two additional parameters in order to fit the data. We assume a direct proportionality because it considerably simplifies the resulting functional form. Other assumptions could equally well have been made.
Under the first assumption (that an observer's limitations can be represented by additive sources of internal noise ni), using the terminology of Pelli, 26 we define the effective noise ne as the sum of the internal and external noises ne 2 
where ae > 0, 1, and k > 1 are real constants and P is the the probability of correct identification of an ASL sign. [Within a probabilistic interpretation of P (i.e., logistic distribution of a random variable), : and a will be closely related to the mean (expected value) ,u and the variance a-, respective-
The origin of internal noise and its dependence on signal level deserves a discussion. We consider two factors (quantization error and ignorance) that are modeled well by signal-correlated noise.
Quantization Noise
The images in our experiment were quantized to a fixed number of levels (in particular, 16), and then the signal amplitude was amplified. This procedure was used in order to ensure that the luminance signal was identical at all signal levels. It is customary and convenient to describe such error introduced by a quantizing process as additive, quantizing noise. For a given quantized signal, the absolute amplitude of the quantizing noise, i.e., the difference between the original signal and the quantized signal, will increase with the amplification factor but will always be proportional to the signal level.
By using standard statistical assumptions, we estimated the average signal-to-noise ratio in our stimuli that was due to quantizing noise. The resulting lower bound on the rms s/n ratio is approximately 6.9 (46.9 in power units), which is well above the highest signal-to-noise ratio used in our experiment. The average effect of the quantizing noise would be negligible in the experiments.
Representing Ignorance as Noise
A second component of internal noise arises from a combination of an observer's unfamiliarity with particular ASL signs, with their implementation in our test, or with their English glosses. To represent the observer's ignorance as additive noise, its amplitude must be made proportional to the amplitude of the signal so that ignorance remains independent of the signal level.
In both the quantization and ignorance components of the internal noise, it is the combination of the assumption of noise additivity with the assumption of the invariance of the performance with the signal level that requires proportionality between the noise amplitude and the signal level. This proportionality is embodied in the constant k. A multiplicative combination rule would not require dependency of the noise on the signal level, but the resulting proportion of signal variance that is due to noise would be the same. The reason for choosing an additive representation is that, in the present experiments, we investigated the effects of additive external noise and compared the additive effects of this external noise with the internal noise.
Detection performance has been characterized traditionally by the slope and the location of the corresponding psychometric functions. The psychometric functions are, in turn, assumed to describe probability distributions of underlying random variables. To interpret P [Eq. (11)] in terms of an underlying probability distribution, we consider the conditional probability that the subject will make a correct response, given that he or she is familiar with the particular ASL stimulus; i.e., we consider k. This may be interpreted as a cumulative probability-distribution function of a random variable that determines the intelligibility of ASL stimuli. With this interpretation of P, the parameters a and a represent the standard deviation a = 1/1.814a and the mean At = p/1a, respectively, of the underlying random variable. The actual values of ji and a are expressed in units of log(s/n), and they do not depend on k.
The constants 1, a, and k were computed by using the functional form of Eq. The psychometric function that is based on these parameter values was plotted in Fig. 3 . It shows that = -1.124 is the value of log(s/n) at which 0.5 of the asymptotic performance is reached, that the steepest slope is a, and that the asymptotic performance level is k.
The convenience of this a, a, k representation justifies the algebraic development; our data are not reduced by the logistic representation. However, the logistic representation has another important advantage. Because the main goal of this experiment was to determine the invariance of performance with a constant signal-to-noise ratio even as the stimulus contrast varied, it was not practical to test empirically each ASL sign in each condition. Therefore determining the difficulty of individual ASL signs requires a functional model to relate signs that were never tested in the same condition. For example, 29 of the 87 distinct ASL signs (one sign was repeated) were either always or never recognized. Did recognition failures occur because ASL signs were difficult or because they occurred only in difficult conditions? Because conditions differ only in objectively measurable additive noise, the parameters of the logistic representation can be estimated and used to estimate the difficulty of individual signs and conditions (noise) even when no signs occur in more than one condition; that is, the logistic representation permits the segregation of the item difficulty and the condition difficulty in a seemingly intractable case. (See the Discussion section for full details.)
Effects of Item and Subject Differences: Subject Differences
A number of post hoc analyses were performed to examine other possible sources of variability. These analyses sought to determine the source of differences in difficulty between stimuli and to estimate the effects of differences in skills between the individual observers.
Individual Differences An analysis was performed to determine whether there was evidence in our performance data for an interaction between subjects and the effects of the signal-to-noise ratio. Each subject's performance was analyzed separately, and the results were tested for interaction by using a two-way analysis of variance. There was no significant interaction, and we could not find any systematic effect for the individual subjects. All our subjects were affected quantitatively in the same way by stimulus degradation.
Word Frequency
The performance in auditory intelligibility experiments with unspecified word sets depends on the prior frequency of the words in natural language, 3 0 high-frequency words being identified at lower s/n levels. By analogy, we would expect that a sign with a high frequency of usage in ASL may be identified at lower s/n than an uncommon sign. To examine this sign-frequency hypothesis, it would be necessary to have norms for the frequency of usage of signs. Such information is at present unavailable. Therefore we assumed that the frequency of signs follows patterns similar to that of English.
We compared the performance on each sign with the frequency of the nearest corresponding English word. The scatter diagram of this comparison is shown in Fig. 4 . The correlation between the frequency and overall performance is small (0.153) and not statistically significant. It may be that the correlations are small in part because the signs in the study all were relatively high-frequency signs. Confirmation of this result awaits the availability of frequency norms for ASL signs.
Removing Perfect Stimuli A closer examination of the data revealed that 24 of the 88 stimuli were correctly identified on every presentation. To ensure that the signal-to-noise-ratio results were not obtained by the particular mixture of difficult and easy stimuli, we repeated all the data analyses with those perfect stimuli excluded. The results and the conclusion remained unchanged: the intelligibility score was determined by the signal-to-noise ratio.
Effects of Item and Subject Differences: Item Differences
Components of Stimulus Difficulty Up to the preceding paragraph, we had assumed, in our analyses, that all signs were about equally easy or difficult to identify. Even a superficial examination of the data, however, suggests considerable differences among the signs. Some signs were recognized quite accurately, whereas others were not. The determination of the actual difficulty of each individual sign was not possible using the raw data because the different ASL signs were presented with different s/n ratios. Here, we take advantage of the general form of the functional relationship between the probability of correct identification and s/n to evaluate the difficulties of individual stimuli.
There are at least two potential components of difficulty in identifying individual signs. One is observers' possible lack of familiarity with some of the ASL signs. This effect cannot be eliminated by increasing the signal level or the signal-to-noise ratio. This component was discussed earlier and was summarized by the constant k in Eq. (8) . The second component, a perceptual one, arises from the limits of visual capabilities and information content of the images. The purpose of the following analysis is to describe the difficulty of individual signs in terms of signal related parameters.
Representation of the Difficulty of ASL Signs
Since the signal-to-noise ratio was the predominant determinant of intelligibility, our hypothesis was that the perceptual component of difficulty of an ASL sign could be expressed as a parameter modifying the value of the physical s/n. There are several ways to define such a parameter (e.g., additive to s/n, additive to s or n), and we explored several reasonable formulations of item difficulty. The best-fitting representation of sign difficulty consisted of a constant d (x) representing the sign difficulty that was subtracted from the logarithm of s/n; alternatively, d(x) may be viewed as an efficiency factor that multiplies s, with the most difficult signs being inefficient and requiring more s.
The reader may recall that the constant k in Eq. (8) represented both the sign familiarity and the effects of quantizing noise over the ensemble of signs. In order to characterize For these data, the correlation between intelligibility and word frequency is 0.15, which is not statistically different from zero. signs whose probability of correct identification exceeded 1/k, we computed the individual sign difficulty using Eq. (8) with k = 1. The intelligibility of an ASL sign x then depends on s/n and on the difficulty parameter d(x) as follows:
The resulting values d(x) (i.e., logarithm of the losses) are shown in Table 1 . The fit of this model was assessed on those signs whose probability of identification was less than one and greater than zero. Each value of d(x) was used to predict the difficulty of the same sign in up to three different s/n conditions. The model was tested by using a x 2 test; the resulting x 2 = 24.2 had 21 degrees of freedom. Note that for the stimuli that were either always or never correctly identified (100% or 0% correct), we can determine only the upper and lower bounds of d(x), respectively. These bounds are identified by the corresponding < and > symbols in Table 1 . The reason that these bounds may differ for two stimuli with the same probability of correct response is that they were used with different s/n levels. For example, consider two signs that were always correctly recognized; the sign shown in the low s/n condition will have a lower difficulty bound than the one that was shown with a high s/n. Similarly, the difficulty of the signs does not necessarily increase with the probability of error. There are signs (e.g., "accident") that were identified with high probability (93%) whose difficulty (0.552) is higher than other signs (e.g., "behind") that were almost never identified (7%) but whose difficulty is estimated to be lower (0.311). The reason for this nonmonotonicity is that the former sign was presented in conditions with a higher s/n ratio than the latter. It is worth noting that this type of inference would not be possible without the model.
The important result of this analysis is that the effect of the perceptual component of difficulty can be viewed as a reduction of the signal-to-noise ratio.
The Relation between s/n and Information Capacity
The most important result of this study is the confirmation of the signal-to-noise hypothesis. However, in the process, we measured the quantitative relationship between ASL intelligibility and the signal-to-noise ratio. Shannon 2 2 proved that, under certain assumptions, s/n and the information capacity c of a channel are related by c = TW
, where W is the spatial bandwidth of the signal and the noise and where T is time. It is tempting to combine the measured performance at various values of s/n with Shannon's theorem to infer the noise of the human perceptual channel and ultimately, thereby, its information capacity.
In the light of the apparent simplicity and directness of Shannon's theorem, it is instructive to confront the many obstacles between the data and estimates of perceptual information capacity. The critical value of s/n, at which performance begins to suffer as external noise is added, is often used to estimate the internal noise (e.g., Ref. 26) . However, our data show that internal noise is negligible under the conditions of the experiment; otherwise, the ratio s/n would not have been adequate to describe the data; for constant s/n, performance would have suffered as s and n decreased.
What we did observe is that, as s/n is increased, a critical point is reached approximately when rms s/n = 0.5. At this point the internal perceptual noise equals the external noise.
However, this internal noise is the signal-correlated noise that is described by the parameter k of Eqs. (5) and (6) and not the signal-independent noise implied by Shannon's theorem.
Quite apart from its relation to information theory, the numerical value s/n = 0.5, as an estimate of equivalent internal and external noise, must be interpreted with great caution because the signal and the noise have different spectral power densities. In our study, s and n represented the total power in the signal and the noise, respectively. When the masking effect of noise is band specific, that is, when noise masks signals best if both s and n are in the same spatialfrequency band, then s/n has meaning only if both s and n have the same spectrum. For example, at the given level of s, we might have achieved the same performance reduction with a much less powerful n if it had been spectrally better placed. The spectrally optimized noise would have yielded a lower estimate of internal noise (higher critical s/n) and hence a correspondingly higher estimate of human perceptual capacity. To obtain a meaningful numerical value for the critical s/n, it is minimally necessary to ensure that s and n have the same spatiotemporal-frequency spectrum. Ultimately, it is better to divide the spatial-temporal frequency spectrum into relatively narrow bands and to investigate performance band by band rather than to coalesce the frequency bands in both the signal and the noise. Indeed, this is the approach taken by Pelli 3 l and Riedl 32 and is the arduous but only available path toward theoretically relating s/n to perceptual information-processing capacity.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
(1) An intelligibility test was developed for video communication of ASL. The test consists of carefully selected ASL signs and a procedure for determining observers' responses.
(2) When noise was added to ASL images, the intelligibility of ASL was predominantly determined by the signalto-noise ratio, independently of the signal and the noise levels within the range tested.
(3) A logisticlike function was proposed to characterize the relationship between intelligibility and the signal-tonoise ratio. The logistic function was chosen on the basis of algebraic simplicity; other similar distributions might have served equally well.
(4) The difficulty of individual ASL signs can be represented as consisting of two additive noise components: one, which is due to sign familiarity and quantizing noise, behaves as signal-correlated noise (added noise that is proportional to the signal) and implies an upper limit in intelligibility; the other, a perceptual-difficulty component, behaves as noise added to log(s/n); it acts as an attenuation of the physical signal and hence of s/n.
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